Erratum: Study of ventilator-associated tracheobronchitis in respiratory ICU patients and the impact of aerosolized antibiotics on their outcome

In the article, “Study of ventilator-associated tracheobronchitis in respiratory ICU patients and the impact of aerosolized antibiotics on their outcome”, which appeared in the pages 301–309, issue 3, vol. 10 of Egyptian Journal of Bronchology,[1] the names of authors - “Mona M. Ahmed,, “Aya A. Dayem”, “Ashraf A. Gomaa”, and Kholood W. Ziada” - are missing. The names of the authors and their affiliations should appear in the following order:

Mona M. Ahmed¹, Aya A. Dayem², Ashraf A. Gomaa³, Kholood W. Ziada⁴, Hanaa M. Ali⁵

Professor of Chest Diseases¹,², Lecturer of Chest Diseases³, Lecturer of Microbiology⁴, Doctor of Chest, Chest ICU⁵, Faculty of Medicine – Ain Shams University Hospital, Cairo, Egypt.

The “How to cite this article” section information is written incorrectly and should read as “Ahmed MM, Dayem AA, Gomaa AA, Ziada KW, Ali HM. Study of ventilator-associated tracheobronchitis in respiratory ICU patients and the impact of aerosolized antibiotics on their outcome. Egypt J Bronchol 2016;10:301-9”
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